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This article is taken from the book Liferay in Action. The author provides the history of the 
portlet specification and shows how to create portlets that communicate with each other. 
 
You may have seen how easy it is to write a portlet. You may have been introduced to the basics of the Portlet API 
and used features from Portlet 1.0 to achieve this. We’re now going to take a look at some of the things that 
Portlet 2.0 brings to the table. Of course, the best way to do this is by example. But first, I want to give you a little 
history of the portlet specification.  

History of the portlet specification 
The year is 2003. The Internet bubble has burst, the tech stocks have tumbled, and many, many Internet startups 
have failed, their assets having been auctioned off to the highest bidder. You may be sitting in one of those trendy 
Herman Miller Aeron chairs, originally purchased by a hopeful entrepreneur using VC funds, and now acquired at 
auction by your company for a fraction of its original price. But even if you’re not, you’re well aware of the 
downturn in the industry.  

As a Java developer, you’re looking for direction. Thankfully, Apache recently released the Struts framework, 
and you’ve been looking to implement it in your next project. While a framework like Struts goes a long way 
toward enabling you to better manage and organize your web development projects, it’s for web applications only. 
You’re aware of web services and SOAP and, while fairly new technologies, they hold some promise as a loosely 
coupled connection between various disparate (and mostly proprietary) systems. But again, that only solves part of 
the problem. You and the industry need a solution that brings all aspects of your application architecture together: 
security, infrastructure, and front-end web access to all those back-end processes. What is it?  
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Portlet 1.0: Promising the stars and delivering ... what? 
The original Java Portlet Specification (JSR-168) was finalized in October 2003. It was created to “define a Portlet 
API that provides means for aggregating several content sources and applications’ front ends. It will also address 
how the security and personalization is handled.”1  

This was exactly the thing you and the industry were looking for. You read tons of press releases and articles 
about it—by all initial accounts, JSR-168 or Portlet 1.0 succeeded in giving the industry a solution to bringing 
everything in their enterprises together. There was now a standard in Java for applications that could reside in 
portions of a page. These applications could exist on their own or connect to back-end systems to expose data to 
the end user in combinations that had not been possible before. These applications would be aggregated together 
by a portlet container that adhered to a standard API, allowing these applications called portlets to run on a variety 
of application servers provided by multiple vendors. Everyone hailed the Day of the Portal. Or something like that. 
Okay, now you’re about to get a dose of reality.  

Portlet 2.0: A bit of a reboot 
As developers began to implement applications using the JSR-168 standard, however, they soon found that the 
standard had some limitations. Perhaps the biggest limitation at the time was that there was no mechanism in the 
standard for allowing portlet applications to communicate with one another. This was a necessary feature to allow 
portals to serve complicated ERP, CRM, and workflow applications composed of multiple portlet windows.  

Of course, the lack of a standard for this feature did not stop innovative developers, who soon came up with 
multiple methods. The only problem was that there was no consensus on how to make portlets talk to each other 
and this affected the portability of applications. Liferay was no exception and actually had two methods for enabling 
this communication: a custom tag library for Java developers and custom JavaScript functions, which allowed the 
client-side developer to jump into the fray. Other portal vendors followed suit, with the result that there were 
multiple methods for Inter-Portlet Communication (IPC), but none of them were portable across portal servers. And 
this was just one problem with the standard.  

The Portlet 2.0 standard process began in November 2005 with solving this problem as one of its goals. Three 
years later, the standard was finalized and Liferay Portal was one of the first portal vendors to provide an 
implementation. This means we can finally begin writing new (or porting old) portlet applications that take 
advantage of true, cross-platform IPC!  

The new standard provides for (among other things) portlet Events. Portlets can send events with payloads of 
data that other portlets can then receive and act upon. Multiple portlets can listen to multiple events, and the 
portlets do not need to be on the same portal page in order to communicate in this fashion. This opens the door to 
the creation of robust portlet applications whose various portlet windows can remain in sync with the navigation of 
the user. These portlet applications can now be written to the standard, allowing them to be deployed on any portal 
server which supports the standard.  

What follows is an introduction to the event-driven method of providing inter-portlet communication in the new 
Java Portlet Standard (JSR-286). We’ll go in and create a couple of portlets that can talk to each other.  

Portlets conversing about baseball 
We will be creating a simple demonstration of inter-portlet communication using baseball—well, at least, part of 
baseball. Our project will contain two portlets: a Pitcher portlet and a Catcher portlet. The Pitcher portlet will 
randomly generate a pitch. You can see this portlet in figure 1. It will randomly generate a pitch and then send the 
name of the pitch as the payload of a portlet event. To cause the portlet to do this, we’ll provide a simple link.  

                                                        
1 http://jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=168, last accessed July 31, 2010  
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Figure 1 Click the Pitch link to pitch the ball. This will send an event with the type of pitch to any portlets listening for that particular 
event.  

The Catcher portlet will listen for the event. When it receives the event, it will display the name of the pitch it 
received from the Pitcher portlet. It does not do anything other than that, but you might be able to create a whole 
portlet-based baseball game out of this, if you wanted to.  

 
Figure 2 The catcher portlet receives the event and displays it. Since our event is a String that denotes the type of pitch, the catcher 
portlet displays the event payload.  

There is no BatterPortlet. Yes, this makes for a rather boring game but, hey, there’s nothing stopping you 
from implementing the batter yourself. We’ll start by creating the project in the Plugins SDK. Since the Plugins SDK 
makes certain assumptions when generating a project, we’ll have to refactor what it creates by default.  

Creating and refactoring the project 
To create your portlet project, start from a command prompt, then navigate to the portlets directory in the Plugins 
SDK. If you are using LUM, type:  

 
./create.sh ipc-baseball "IPC Baseball" 

 
If you are using Windows, type:  
 
create ipc-baseball "IPC Baseball" 

 
The Plugins SDK will automatically generate a blank portlet project with the name ipc-baseball-portlet. This 

project will reside in the portlets directory of your Plugins SDK. If you use a text editor, you can now begin working 
right away. If you use an IDE, you will need to import the project and set up its dependencies.  

When Liferay’s Plugins SDK generates a portlet project, it makes an assumption that your project will have one 
portlet in it and that it will have the same name as the overall project. IDEs that support portlet projects do the 
same thing. For our example, however, this is not the case. We will have two portlets—a PitcherPortlet class 
and a CatcherPortlet class in one project. So, we need to modify the project so that it is set up the way we 
want it.  

The first thing we should do is create our two portlet classes. Create a package in the src folder of your project 
and create two classes: one called PitcherPortlet and one called CatcherPortlet. Both of these classes 
should extend the GenericPortlet class.  
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Now that you have the two Java classes set up properly, you need to modify the portlet.xml file. This file 
resides in the WEB-INF folder along with the web.xml file that defines a web module. When the project was 
generated, this file was generated with an entry to the default portlet, so now we need to modify it to point to our 
two portlets. Since you just created the two portlet classes we need, these changes need to be reflected in the 
portlet.xml file.  

First, change the portlet name, the display name, and the portlet class:  
 
<portlet-name>pitcher-portlet</portlet-name> 
<display-name>Pitcher Portlet</display-name> 
<portlet-class>com.liferayinaction.PitcherPortlet</portlet-class> 

 
Next, modify the init-param for the View mode of this portlet so that it points to a JSP stored in a directory for 

the portlet:  
 
<init-param> 
<name>view-jsp</name> 
<value>/pitcher/view.jsp</value>      A 
</init-param> 

A JSP will be in a subfolder 
 
Finally, modify the portlet-info tag so it reads:  
 
<portlet-info> 
<title>Pitcher Portlet</title> 
<short-title>Pitcher Portlet</short-title> 
<keywords>IPC Baseball Pitcher</keywords> 
</portlet-info> 

 
Next, you will need to add a new portlet declaration for your CatcherPortlet class, which you can see in listing 1.  

Listing 1 The CatcherPortlet’s entry in portlet.xml 
<portlet> 
  <portlet-name>catcher-portlet</portlet-name> 
  <display-name>Catcher Portlet</display-name> 
  <portlet-class> 
   com.liferayinaction.portlets.CatcherPortlet                        A 
  </portlet-class> 
  <init-param> 
   <name>view-jsp</name> 
   <value>/catcher/view.jsp</value>                                   B 
  </init-param> 
  <expiration-cache>0</expiration-cache> 
  <supports> 
   <mime-type>text/html</mime-type> 
  </supports> 
  <portlet-info> 
   <title>Catcher Portlet</title>                                     C 
   <short-title>Catcher Portlet</short-title>                         D 
   <keywords>IPC Baseball Catcher</keywords> 
  </portlet-info> 
  <security-role-ref> 
   <role-name>administrator</role-name> 
  </security-role-ref> 
  <security-role-ref> 
   <role-name>guest</role-name> 
  </security-role-ref> 
  <security-role-ref> 
   <role-name>power-user</role-name> 
  </security-role-ref> 
  <security-role-ref> 
   <role-name>user</role-name> 
  </security-role-ref> 
</portlet> 

A Portlet class 
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B JSP is in folder 
C Title in portlet window 
D Short title in portlet window 

Configuring the event definition 
The Event definition is placed at the bottom of the file, outside the two portlets. Our event will be a simple one: the 
PitcherPortlet will randomly generate a pitch (a number from 1 to 3), which will get translated into a String 
denoting what kind of pitch it is. This String object will be sent as the payload of our Pitch event. The 
PitcherPortlet will be configured to send the event, and the CatcherPortlet will be configured to receive 
the event.  

First, we define the event itself, and then we define which portlet sends the event and which portlet receives it. 
Below the last portlet in the portlet.xml file, add the following code:  

 
<event-definition> 
 <qname xmlns:x="http://liferay.com/events">x:ipc.pitch</qname> 
 <value-type>java.lang.String</value-type> 
</event-definition> 

 
A QName is a qualified name. Using a QName allows events to be name-spaced properly so that no two event 

names are identical. The definition above declares an event called ipc.pitch within the name-space 
http://liferay.com/events. We’ve also declared that our payload is a String object.  

Identifying the event sender 
The portlet standard defines a way of telling the portlet container (in this case, Liferay Portal) which portlet is 
responsible for sending an event. This is our PitcherPortlet. Place the following code in the PitcherPortlet 
definition in portlet.xml, below the last <security-role-ref> tag: 

 
<supported-publishing-event> 
 <qname xmlns:x="http://liferay.com/events">x:ipc.pitch</qname> 
</supported-publishing-event> 

 
This tells Liferay that the PitcherPortlet supports the publishing of the event we defined earlier.  

Identifying the event receiver 
The portlet standard allows one or many portlets to receive events. This might allow you to later create a 
BatterPortlet that also listens for the ipc.pitch event and determines whether the ball is hit. For now, we have 
only one event receiver: the CatcherPortlet. Add the following code below the last <security-role-ref> 
tag in the CatcherPortlet definition: 

 
<supported-processing-event> 
 <qname xmlns:x="http://liferay.com/events">x:ipc.pitch</qname> 
</supported-processing-event> 

 
You have now defined everything you need to define in the portlet.xml file. Save and close the file; it’s time 

to begin implementing our event. 

Structuring the Pitcher portlet 
Our PitcherPortlet and CatcherPortlet will have the same basic structure as our previous portlet. So let’s 
add that structure to the portlets first. You can see this overall structure in listing 2. This code should be inside the 
class declaration for each portlet.  

Listing 2 Portlet code structure for Pitcher and Catcher portlets 
 public void init() throws PortletException { 
  viewJSP = getInitParameter("view-jsp"); 
 } 
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 public void doView(RenderRequest req, RenderResponse res) 
  throws IOException, PortletException { 
 
  include(viewJSP, req, res); 
 } 
 
 
 protected void include(String path, RenderRequest req, RenderResponse res) 
  throws IOException, PortletException { 
 
  PortletRequestDispatcher prd = 
   getPortletContext().getRequestDispatcher(path); 
 
  if (prd == null) { 
   _log.error(path + " is not a valid include"); 
  } 
  else { 
   prd.include(req, res); 
  } 
 } 
 
protected String viewJSP; 
 
private static Log _log = LogFactory.getLog(PitcherPortlet.class); 
 

Notice that there is no processAction() method in the code above. One of the enhancements in the Portlet 
2.0 standard is the use of Java 5 or above. Because Portlet 2.0 is based on Java 5, it can use annotations to make 
things a bit easier. In the past, developers were encouraged to extend the GenericPortlet class and override 
the processAction() method to determine which portlet action to run. For a complicated portlet, this could 
result in a long if-then-else statement inside the processAction method.  

With Portlet 2.0, methods that process specific actions can be created without having to override the 
processAction() method, and this is done through annotations. We’ll see this next. You’ll notice that it results 
in a much cleaner portlet class.  

The PitcherPortlet’s processing is simple:  

 The view.jsp file displays a URL to the Pitch action.  

 When a user clicks on the URL, the Pitch action is called.  

 The Action generates a pitch and then publishes the pitch as an event.  

Let’s implement our totally awesome (random) pitching algorithm. This is shown in listing 3.  

Listing 3 The totally awesome pitching algorithm 
@ProcessAction(name="pitchBall")  
 public void pitchBall(ActionRequest request, ActionResponse response) { 
  String pitchType = null; 
  // Send an Event that the ball has been pitched. 
  Random random = new Random(System.currentTimeMillis()); 
  int pitch = random.nextInt(3) + 1; 
  switch (pitch) { 
  case 1: 
   pitchType = "Fast Ball"; 
   break; 
  case 2: 
   pitchType = "Curve Ball"; 
   break; 
  case 3: 
   pitchType = "Slider"; 
   break; 
  // should never print 
  default: 
   pitchType = "Screw Ball"; 
  } 
  QName qName = new QName("http://liferay.com/events", "ipc.pitch"); 
  response.setEvent(qName, pitchType); 
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 } 

 
Notice that the event starts with an annotation. Since we are extending GenericPortlet, we are making use 

of that portlet’s processAction() method. The implementation of processAction() in GenericPortlet 
uses annotations to call any method with the same name as the action name. So when the user clicks on an Action 
URL with the name pitchBall, this method is called.  

Our pitchBall() method generates a random number between 1 and 3 and then translates this number into 
a String describing the type of pitch. We then send an event with the name we defined in portlet.xml containing 
the String payload that has the pitch type. As you can see, it takes only two lines of code to look up the event 
type, set the payload, and send the event.  

Let’s turn to the PitcherPortlet’s view, which is implemented in view.jsp. The Pitcher view is very simple: 
it displays a short message and a URL (see listing 4). Create this file in the location we defined earlier in 
portlet.xml (docroot/pitcher/view.jsp).  

Listing 4 The PitcherPortlet’s view.jsp lets the user pitch a ball 
<%@ taglib uri="http://java.sun.com/portlet_2_0" prefix="portlet" %> 
 
<portlet:defineObjects /> 
 
<p>Click the link below to pitch the ball. </p> 
 
<a href="<portlet:actionURL name="pitchBall"></portlet:actionURL>">Pitch!</a> 

 
As you can see, we did something a little different this time to create the ActionURL. We created the URL 

directly in the JSP using portlet tags, while in our Portlet 1.0 example we created the URL in the portlet class and 
sent it to the JSP as a bean in the request. Either way is fine; most developers find using the tags to be easier. I 
just wanted to be able to show you both ways of doing it so that you can decide which way works best for you. The 
Action URL we created has a name of pitchBall, which corresponds to our method name and annotation. When a 
user clicks on this link, our action method will be called.  

Our pitcher is now implemented. We now need somebody to catch the ball.  

Structuring the Catcher portlet 
The Catcher portlet is even simpler. It doesn’t do anything except receive the event sent to it by the Pitcher portlet 
and then display the payload. This is much more basic of an application of this particular technology than what you 
might normally use events for. If you were doing this in a real application, you might instead examine the payload 
of the event and then perform some action on it. For example, a portlet could receive an event that contains a 
customer number. This event might have been sent by a search portlet or a portlet that lets you browse 
customers. Once the portlet receives this event, it could then take that number, query a database for all orders 
that the customer has placed, and then display those orders. In this way, a developer could write one portlet that 
does customer lookups and another portlet that does order lookups. If these portlets communicate with each other 
using events, they could be used to assemble an invoicing application fairly quickly, using the portal container to 
lay out the pages.  

In our case, all the Catcher portlet does is display the type of pitch the Pitcher portlet generated. As you did 
with the Pitcher portlet, place the following method below the include() method in CatcherPortlet.java.  

 
@ProcessEvent(qname="{http://liferay.com/events}ipc.pitch") 
 public void catchBall(EventRequest request, EventResponse response) { 
  Event event = request.getEvent(); 
  String pitch = (String)event.getValue(); 
  response.setRenderParameter("pitch", pitch); 
 } 

 
As in the earlier case, we are using annotations. GenericPortlet’s processEvent() method works just like 

its processAction() method and directs the processing to our catchBall() method. In this case, the name of 
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the event is the parameter to the annotation. The only processing we do is taking the value of the event payload 
and setting it as a render parameter so it may be displayed to the user during the render phase of the portlet. A 
portlet’s render phase occurs when the portlet redraws itself according to whatever parameters are set.  

As shown in listing 5, the catcher view simply takes the render parameter we set (which has the pitch payload 
in it as a String) and displays it on the page.  

Listing 5 Displaying the catch to the user  
<%@ taglib uri="http://java.sun.com/portlet_2_0" prefix="portlet" %> 
 
<portlet:defineObjects /> 
 
<% 
String pitch = (String)renderRequest.getParameter("pitch"); 
%> 
 
<p>And the pitch is....</p> 
 
<p> 
<% if (pitch!=null) { %> 
 <%=pitch %>! 
 <% } else { %> 
 ... waiting for pitch. 
 <% } %>  

 
Remember, this file should be created in the folder you defined earlier in portlet.xml 

(docroot/catcher/view.jsp). As you can see, the page attempts to retrieve the render parameter. If it is null, 
it displays a message stating it is still waiting for the pitch event.  

We have already configured everything that’s necessary to deploy this project on any Portlet 2.0 standards-
compliant portlet container. We could build the project right now and deploy it, but there are some extra things we 
can do to package the project better for Liferay.  

Other deployment descriptors 
Three other deployment descriptors were generated when we generated this project:  

  liferay-portlet.xml 

  liferay-display.xml 

  liferay-plugin-package.properties  

LIFERAY-PORTLET.XML  
This descriptor allows us to tell Liferay some extra things about the portlet. Some common things you’ll want to set 
here for your own portlets are the location of CSS and JavaScript files and the location of the icon for the portlet 
and also link Portlet API roles to Liferay roles. Listing 6 contains the entirety of this file.  

Listing 6 IPC Baseball’s liferay-portlet.xml configuration file 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<!DOCTYPE liferay-portlet-app PUBLIC "-//Liferay//DTD Portlet Application 6.0.0//EN" 
"http://www.liferay.com/dtd/liferay-portlet-app_6_0_0.dtd"> 
 
<liferay-portlet-app> 
 <portlet> 
  <portlet-name>pitcher-portlet</portlet-name>                                A 
  <icon>/icon.png</icon>                                                      B 
  <instanceable>true</instanceable>                                           C 
  <header-portlet-css>/css/test.css</header-portlet-css>                      D 
  <header-portlet-javascript>/js/test.js</header-portlet-javascript>          E 
 </portlet> 
 <portlet>                                                                       F 
  <portlet-name>catcher-portlet</portlet-name> 
  <icon>/icon.png</icon> 
  <instanceable>true</instanceable> 
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  <header-portlet-css>/css/test.css</header-portlet-css> 
  <header-portlet-javascript>/js/test.js</header-portlet-javascript> 
 </portlet> 
 <role-mapper>                                                                   G 
  <role-name>administrator</role-name> 
  <role-link>Administrator</role-link> 
 </role-mapper> 
 <role-mapper> 
  <role-name>guest</role-name> 
  <role-link>Guest</role-link> 
 </role-mapper> 
 <role-mapper> 
  <role-name>power-user</role-name> 
  <role-link>Power User</role-link> 
 </role-mapper> 
 <role-mapper> 
  <role-name>user</role-name> 
  <role-link>User</role-link> 
 </role-mapper> 
</liferay-portlet-app> 

 
A Name must map to portlet.xml 
B Icon appears in portlet window 
C Whether portlet is instanceable or not 
D Define your own CSS per portlet 
E Define your own JS per portlet 
F Each portlet has an entry 
G Maps JSR-286 roles to Liferay roles 

 
As you can see, each portlet in this file must map to the same entry in portlet.xml; this is how Liferay 

knows which portlet to apply these settings. All of these settings are optional and Liferay specific, but they help 
Liferay to better aggregate the portlets on a page. For example, telling Liferay where the CSS and JavaScript files 
are for this portlet enables Liferay to declare these files in the <head> section of the HTML that is returned to the 
browser. This ensures that browsers process your JavaScript and your styles correctly. Otherwise, they would’ve 
been inserted wherever you inserted them in your markup, leading to strange behavior in the browser (since a 
proper HTML page requires that they be declared in the <head> of the page).  

LIFERAY-DISPLAY.XML 
Use the liferay-display.xml descriptor to place the portlet in a category of your choosing in the Add > More window. 
We’ll place our portlets in their own category, which we’ll call IPC (see listing 7).  

Listing 7 IPC Baseball’s liferay-display.xml configuration file 
<?xml version="1.0"?> 
<!DOCTYPE display PUBLIC "-//Liferay//DTD Display 6.0.0//EN" 
"http://www.liferay.com/dtd/liferay-display_6_0_0.dtd"> 
 
<display> 
 <category name="IPC"> 
  <portlet id="pitcher-portlet" /> 
  <portlet id="catcher-portlet"/> 
 </category> 
</display> 

LIFERAY-PLUGIN-PACKAGE.PROPERTIES  
liferay-plugin-package.properties allows us to define metadata about the portlet for Liferay’s Software 
Catalog (see listing 8). We can also define dependency .jar files, which will get copied from the Liferay installation 
to the portlet .war at deploy time.  

Listing 8 IPC Baseball’s liferay-plugin-package.properties configuration file 
name=IPC Baseball 
module-group-id=liferay 
module-incremental-version=1 
tags= 
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short-description= 
change-log= 
page-url=http://www.liferay.com 
author=Liferay, Inc. 
licenses=MIT 
 
portal.dependency.jars=\ 
    jstl.jar,\ 
    jstl-impl.jar 

 
These three files go in the WEB-INF folder of the project with the other deployment descriptors. Default 

versions were generated, but you should replace what is in them with the above code.  

Deploying and testing the portlets 
To deploy the portlet, run the deploy Ant task. This can be done from the command line (on any OS) by entering 
the project folder and typing the following command:  

 
ant deploy 

 
If Liferay is running, it will automatically deploy the portlet. If Liferay is not yet running, start it and, when it 

has finished starting, the portlet will be deployed.  
To test the portlets, log into Liferay with the default administrative credentials:  
User Name: test@liferay.com 
Password: test 
Go up to the Dockbar and select Add > More. A new window will pop up with categories of applications in it.  
From the IPC category (which we created in liferay-display.xml above), drag the Pitcher and the Catcher 

portlets onto the page and drop them there. Click the Pitch link in the Pitcher portlet. The pitch event will be 
received by the Catcher portlet and the pitch will be displayed there.  

Some notes about events 
Portlet events have some qualities about them that can make them rather interesting to implement. Here are some 
things you should be aware of when working with portlet events. I love how the portlet spec words these things 
sometimes, so for the first one, I’ll just give you a quote:  

Portlet events are not a replacement for reliable messaging (see other JavaEE APIs, like Java 
Message Service, JMS, for providing reliable messaging). Portlet events are not guaranteed to be 
delivered and thus the portlet should always work in a meaningful manner even if some or all 
events are not being delivered.2 [emphasis mine] 

 
It’s worded to induce panic, isn’t it? What’s the point of using events if they’re not guaranteed to be delivered? 

Rest assured; this is not as bad as it sounds. What the JSR committee means here is that a portlet event is part of 
a request. Events don’t go into a queue where they can be collected if there’s trouble delivering them, and they 
don’t have any way of handshaking with their receivers to verify that they’ve been received. They simply get sent 
with the hope that someone out there is listening. If you need some sort of guaranteed delivery, queueing, polling, 
and/or handshaking, it behooves you to use a more robust API like JMS.  

We made our CatcherPortlet work in a meaningful manner by providing a default message in case there 
was no event. So this is the kind of thing you should do whenever writing portlets based on events.  

                                                        
2 JSR-286 Portlet 2.0 specification, page 117. 
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Figure 3 Portlet events are fired by the portlet that is configured to send the event. Only the portlets that are configured to listen for 
the event actually receive it. In this example, portlet 2 and portlet 3 would receive the event but portlet 4 wouldn’t.  

Events are like broadcasts. They go out there, but they’re only heard if another portlet is listening (see figure 
3). The portlet spec says sure, you can use the setEvent method programmatically without declaring the event in 
the deployment descriptor. But the individual portlet container may decide not to deliver the event—this is left up 
to the individual portal vendor to decide. In Liferay’s case, Liferay will deliver all events that are listened for. So 
you definitely have to declare ahead of time that a portlet is listening for an event, but you don’t necessarily have 
to declare that a portlet is going to send a particular event. It’s still a good practice to declare what events your 
portlets will send, as it prevents someone else who might have to maintain your code from having to search the 
code for events. If they’re declared, all that person has to do is look at your portlet.xml file.  

The spec also says that portlet events can be heard by portlets that aren’t on the same page as the portlet that 
sent the event. Liferay implements this in a couple of different ways. A portal-ext.properties file, which can 
be created to connect Liferay to your database has a property that defines how you want Liferay to handle events:  

 
portlet.event.distribution=layout 

 
You can set this property to either layout (the default) or to layout-set. If set to layout, portlets have to be on 

the same page as the sender in order to receive any of its events. If it’s set to layout-set, portlets in the same 
group of pages—either the public or private pages of a community or organization—will be able to receive events 
sent by any portlet within the same layout set.  

Events can also be sent between portlets residing in different .war files. This is one of the features of the 
design. Just because we put both portlets in one project for this example doesn’t mean that you have to. In fact, if 
you wanted, you could turn Hello You into a portlet that responded to the Pitch event in some way (maybe by 
yelling, “He’s no batter! Swing!”).  

The last thing I want to mention about events is that you also can’t predict the order in which other portlets will 
hear events, so it’s best not to try chaining events or making them depend on each other in some way; you can’t 
guarantee which gets sent when or which portlets hear events first or last.  

Summary 
You have just seen how to develop portlets according to the Java standard. You have been introduced to features 
from both Portlet 1.0 (JSR-168) and Portlet 2.0 (JSR-286). The intent is to show various features of the Portlet API 
so that you can begin thinking about how you may want to start implementing your own portlets.  
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